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Heated glass , comfortable IQ Glass
Windows are without any doubt one of the most taken for granted products of
everyday living. The reality us that we have passively accepted second best.
Just sit next to a window on a cold day. You will feel the cold run up your
spine! With all medical possible consequences.
IQ Glass has changed the way you’ll feel about glass, when desiring the
most luxury and quality. It has changed the cold surface of the glass itself
into a source of heating. Heating!! Even as the sole heating source for your
entire home. Heated glass uses the electricity to produce radiant heat. A
healthy heat comparable to that of the sun, but without UV rays.
Heated Glass can be incorporated in windows, ceilings, doors, walls etc
etc. The temperature is controlled through your thermostat. With a lot of
glass varieties, all looking like the well-known glass. But surprising everyone
with the abilities concealed within. Comparable with the feeling at high
altitude in the mountains, sitting in the warming sun.
Some benefits of IQ Glass
- The U-values ( insulation values, international ) speaks for it selves: 0.8
- It is 100% condensation free
- It is secure; a double pane structure where the outer pane can be
connected to your home security system
- No maintenance, low energy costs
- Healthy, no dust circulation and/or condensation any more
- It is safe because made of tempered glass
- It is aesthetically an optimum; so architects and designers can play
limitlessly with light and space
- You can use it wherever you would like to profit from glass
- Very efficient heating system; also because you can easily heat rooms
or spaces individually.
A super contribution in the transformation
from gas- to glassheating
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